
 

Registration: http://logicsacademy.com/for-parents-students/programs-registration/ 
 

info@logicsacademy.com      905-604-8445 

Northlea Elementary School 
Grades 1-3 Thursdays at 11:35 

Grades 4-6 Wednesdays at 11:35 

 

Learn to code or grow your abilities. Logics Academy makes it fun and engaging with amazing robots, 

instructors and innovative programs that change each term. Everything the students need is provided.  

 

Grades 1 – 3: Jungle Safari with Dash and Dot 
Course Description: Dash loves animals! Program Dash 

using an intuitive tablet-based coding language to explore 
the deepest jungles, discovering new animals, and mimic 
the strangest of creatures. Use sequences to learn about 
the habitats that animals live in. Create algorithms to catch 
and release rare animals. Make a bird call to attract 
feathery creatures before they fly away. Use variables and 
loops to create a repetitive trance that will lure animals in 
with hypnosis. Join Dash in discovering the wonderful world 
of animals, and the habitats in which they live. 

 

 
Logics Academy is an Educational Partner with numerous school-boards including the TDSB and a 
Canadian leader in K-12 STEM education. Logics Academy, develops age 
appropriate robotics/coding solutions as in-class and extra-curricular 
programs that engage students in exciting, experiential based 
education programs that strengthen STEM knowledge, promote 
innovation skills, and help to develop well-rounded individuals. Logics 
Academy provides products and services to 1,500 schools across 
Canada. 
 

No experience is necessary and Logics Academy provides everything needed.  

All Logics Academy courses are taught by OCT certified teachers, scientists or engineers. 

Cost: 8 week program = $170.00 (no HST). Maximum number of students is 20. 

Grades 4 – 6: Robot Rescue with  

mBot and Scratch 2.0 
Course Description: The mBot robot is an exciting 

and powerful new tool for beginner or experienced 
programmers to harness the power of graphical 
computer programming. With its distance and light 
sensors, this rover can complete lots of interesting 
challenges. In this course students will take 
advantage of loops and variables to program their 
own autonomous robotic vehicles capable of aiding 
in various rescue missions including floods, car 

accidents and lost persons. At the end of this course you will be confident in calling yourself a 
programmer! See the mBot robot make your ideas come to life, and become a lifelong coder!! 
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